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INTRODUCTION
The supply of water is recently facing a crisis due to the dramatic growth of population, industrialization in developing countries, etc. As a result, the groundwater demand is becoming more and more stronger than before.
Electrical prospecting is usually applied to groundwater explorations. However, setting the observation equipment in desert regions, where water shortage is a serious problem, is difficult, because electrical contact between electrode and the earth does not assure in many cases. Also, it takes a lot of times to set many electrodes in the case of 3D surveys.
In this study, we adopted the exploration method which uses multiple electromagnetic waves at the surface to overcome the above problems. We observe the horizontal magnetic components at the surface, so it is very convenient to conduct a survey in extensive areas.
In this paper, the phase-shift method (Gazdag, 1978) , which is usually used in seismic migration, is applied to the horizontal magnetic components with multiple frequencies in order to image subsurface resistivity structures to locate groundwater. Prior research shows that the phase-shift method can be applied to the MT data (e.g., Sasaki, 1988) . We try to expand this method to the horizontal magnetic components at the surface.
METHODS
The Phase-shift method is a kind of the wave equation migration methods and it remarks that seismic waves can be described with the phase shift.
There are two concepts, U/D imaging concept (Claerbout, 1976) and exploding reflector concept (Loewenthal et al., 1978) . First, U/D imaging concept means that the phase of upgoing waves coincide with that of downgoing waves at reflectors in the case of seismic waves. This idea also implies that the ratio of upgoing waves to downgoing waves becomes real numbers in the frequency domain. The ratio can become real number except for reflectors, but those of all frequencies done only at reflectors. When we calculate the ratio with multiple frequencies and sum them, we can estimate bigger real part at reflectors. However, if we apply U/D imaging concept to electromagnetic waves, it is necessary to select the correct frequency bands in order to consider the multipath reflection and the skin depth.
Second, in Exploding reflector concept, reflectors are regarded as hypothetical wave source gathering and seismic waves propagate upward from reflectors at the half velocity. Then, the ratio from upgoing waves to downgoing waves is equal to the upgoing waves based on exploding reflector concept. This relationship is followed as,
whereÛ is the upgoing waves based on exploding reflector concept. If this concept is applid to seismic waves, the wavenumber (k) is doubled. Equation (2) indicates the wavenumber of electromagnetic waves,
where i is imaginary number,  is the magnetic permeability of vacuum,  is angle frequency, and  is conductivity. When we apply this concept to electromagnetic waves, we have to quadruple  . It is capable of imaging reflectors with the downward continuation of the upgoing waves based on exploding reflector concept.
In the phase-shift method, the observed data at the surface are separated into the upgoing waves and the downgoing waves, and U/D are calculated. The ratio from the horizontal magnetic components at the surface is followed as,
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where Hy is the horizontal magnetic components observed at the stations, Ex and Hy are the horizontal electrical and magnetic ones observed at the reference point. The Fourier transform is applied to U/D in the horizontal direction. These U/D are downward-continued based on exploding reflector concept in wavenumber domain and those of all frequencies are summed. These are converted from wavenumber domain to space domain with inverse fourier transform. These processes are iteratively made at each depth. In the iterative process, we have to consider the discontinuity at reflectors because the conductivity contrast is generally bigger than the contrast of seismic waves' velocity. The discontinuity of U/D is described as:
where U  , D is the upgoing waves and downgoing waves at the bottom side of reflectors and U , D is those at the upper side.
Also, the attenuation of electromagnetic waves causes us to select appropriate frequency bands. respectively. There is the uniform layer (100Ωm) which has a thickness of 3m near the surface. We assume the higher permeability layer (50Ωm) above the aquifer and the lower one (500Ωm) below that. Figure 3 shows the cross sections of the phase-shift method which is applied to the U/D computed from the horizontal magnetic components at the surface along line 1 and 2. In the migrated cross section of line 1, the used frequencies are 1~50 kHz (15 frequencies) and in the section of line 2, those are 2~30 kHz (9 frequencies). The depth of color means the strength of reflectors. The locations of reflectors in the cross section of line 2 can be inverted accurately. In Figure 3 (a) , the location of the strong reflector coincides with the depth of the aquifer, but false images appear around the aquifer's location. We apply the PSPI method (Gazdag and Sguazzero, 1984) to the U/D calculated from line 1 in order to take the horizontal resistivity change into consideration. Figure 4 indicates the pseudo resistivity section of line 1 which is estimated from the magnetic components at the surface. This migrated cross section is shown in Figure 5 . We used the 16 frequencies (750Hz~16kHz). The strong reflectors are estimated around the low apparent resistivity area, but false images appear around the area where there are not reflectors originally. Consequently, we have to select the appropriate frequency bands and to consider as the correct resistivity information as possible. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

CONCLUSION
In this study, we tried to develop the method to estimate the resistivity structure from the horizontal magnetic components at the surface. The proposed method is possible to detect the depth or the physical quantity of the resistivity anomaly. However, we got the false images in the estimated migration section. Therefore, it is necessary to choice the appropriate frequency bands and to consider as the correct resistivity information as possible in order not to estimate the false images. 
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